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A top quality tournament racket, Mark V rubber on a Swedish competition blade. A renowned classic
in the table tennis world! The best pre-assembled racket we can offer. It comes with well known
Mark V 2.0 mm rubber, one side red and one side black. A strong weapon in world class play.

Mark V is still the number one selling rubber sheet for 2011. It outsold all the rubber sheets we have
in our inventory!  Yasaka Mark V Rubber was one of the first rubbers blending natural and synthetic
rubbers. It is more than 2 decades that this rubber has been a strong weapon in world class
championship play with its dynamic speed and spin.

Speed: 90 Spin: 90 Control: 78

Through the years a large number of championships have been won with MARK V. The rubber has
continually been developed as the demands of the top players have increased. Another new
addition is the Yasaka Rakza 7 and Rakza 7 Soft line which has great reviews from table tennis
players all over the US.

YASAKA is using mainly natural rubber gum for the top sheet. This improves the level of grip and
the power of spin drastically. The top sheet is combined with the new Power Sponge. The top sheet
and Power Sponge work in perfect synergy, producing the Hybrid Energy rubber RAKZA 7.

In RAKZA 7 Soft the top sheet is the same as for RAKZA 7. The sponge is softer which gives the
rubber more sound and bulit-in speed glue effect.

With RAKZA 7 Soft the control characteristics are improved. After hitting the ball with top spin the
curve of the ball is slightly higher, giving little bit bigger margins in the game. In the short return play,
the ball feel is better.

Speed: 94 Control: 67 Spin: 95 Hardness: 45-50

YASAKA, using mainly natural rubber gum for the top sheet. This improves the level of grip and the
power of spin drastically. The top sheet is combined with the new Power Sponge. The top sheet and
Power Sponge work in perfect synergy, producing the Hybrid Energy rubber RAKZA 7. When the
player hits the ball hard, the rubber grips the ball and the stroke can be used to place the ball
accurately, both in direction and length. The serve and short returns are very sharp and easy to
handle. Due to the increased percentage of natural gum the durability is improved. A winning
combination!
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Table Tennis - About Author:
American table tennis provides amazing selection of a Yasaka Mark V Racket sheet, Yasaka Extra
Combo,  and a Rakza 7 Soft. Find the more information about Yasaka Mark V rubber sheet and 
other Rakza 7 Soft contact for this Number 800-825-7664.
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